
September 2022 – Strike Releases Phone Holders for the latest Apple iPhone 14, 14 Plus, 

14 Pro and 14 Pro Max 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Brisbane, September 8, 2022 – Strike Group, the leading manufacturer of hands-free 

technology, introduces car phone cradles for Apple’s latest flagship smartphones: the iPhone 

14, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max.  

Apple unveiled their next generation of phones introducing a sleek, cutting-edge design and top-

of-the-line features. The latest iPhone 14 range features their most advanced technology on 

cameras, enabling users to tell stories and create high-quality content wherever they go.  

The iPhone 14 lineup boasts breakthrough technology designed to improve performance, 

battery life, increase 5G capability, and superior camera systems.  

“Strike Group recognises the demand to give smartphones the best rugged protection. Our 

mounting solutions provide durability, and increase productivity whilst minimising driver 

distraction on the road,” says Chris Ryan, CEO of Strike Group.  

Strike has released iPhone 14 car phone holders which allow users to mount their device safely 

and legally whilst on the road. Strike’s iPhone 14 phone mounts include fast charging and signal 

boosting capabilities for users to maximise the iPhone 14’s usability throughout the day.  

Strike’s iPhone 14 car cradles are suitable for demanding work environments. These phone 

mounts are engineered to withstand up to 25G in the event of an accident making them suitable 

for various industries.  

Additionally, Strike caters to the needs of consumers. Strike’s iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Plus, 

iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max car phone mounts are available in PRO-install, DIY, 

wireless charging, and lockable variants. Strike also has iPhone 14 mounts for phones in cases.  

View Strike Group’s iPhone 14 flagship vehicle mounts here: 

https://www.strike.com.au/Latest-Alpha-Cradles/apple-iphone-14-series-car-phone-holders 

 About Strike Group 

Strike Group is Australia's leading provider and manufacturer of innovative car technologies. 

Strike integrates innovative design and seamless engineering in all of its products. The 

company now exports to over 80 countries having appointed key partners in the American and 

European market. 
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